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Foreword
M

y dearest wish is to see all of you attain inner happiness. May
the path of pursuing perfections1 be smooth for all of you. No

matter what obstacles you may encounter, may you prevail with a
heart unperturbed.

Luang Phaw Dhammajayo
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Preface
T

his is a collection of some of the sayings given by Luang Phaw
Dhammajayo (the Most Venerable Dhammajayo Bhikkhu) in
the period 1988-2000. It must be said that this book is one of the
first examples of his work to appear in English. The book’s content
predates his current fame as a daily face on the Buddhist satellite
channel, DMC
The original manuscript was published in Thai under the name
Kong Kwan in the year 2000. In this translation, the selected sayings
have been grouped under six headings – aim in life, the importance
of Dhammakaya, reasons to meditate, meditation technique,
maintaining meditation in everyday life and elements of Buddhist
lifestyle – and the esoteric sayings have been omitted.
Although Luang Phaw Dhammajayo’s teachings are firmly rooted in
Buddhist culture, he makes use of several specialist terms which have
been left unexplained in the text but for which readers are referred
to a glossary of selected vocabularies to be found at the end of the
book.
Most of the teachings were given in the course of meditation
instruction and therefore cover topics relating meditation to life.
Although relatively rare, the sayings are timeless in the knowhow
they offer to the meditator. Thus, this book can be read cover to cover
– or if you are feeling down at heart or too lazy to meditate, a page
can be read at random to cheer yourself up. Although this book is
attractive and collectable, its prose eloquent; it can do little to improve
your life unless its content is put into practice.
So – happy reading, earnest practice and may all who have the
chance to browse these pages attain inner happiness for themselves
with ease!
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1.Our Goal
The most important thing,
wherever you are,
is not to neglect
your meditation practice.
Don’t let
your purpose in life2
slip away.
We made the decision
to follow this path,
out of a wish to learn meditation
and to attain the inner body
of enlightenment.
Thus, we should meditate with diligence
and fulfil our chosen purpose.
Don’t harbour expectations in your mind.
It’s enough not to let your practice get worse.
But when you see an improvement,
know it has been the result of your consistent effort
to maintain subtlety of mind all along.
(7 December 1997)
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2.Our Only Real Belongings
There are only two things
that really belong to us.
One is our mind
and the other is the point inside us
which is home to the mind.
Mind consists of the functions
of perception, memory,
thought and cognition.
The home for our mind
is at the centre of our body,
at a place called the ‘seventh base’,
which is the trailhead
of the Middle Way inside us.
It is this inner path
that all the Enlightened Ones
have used to reach Nirvana,
to attain the source of pure wisdom,
and to break free of suffering
while gaining knowledge of
the reality of life and the world.
(6 February 2000)
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3.Replenishing Purpose
From the first time I started
to study Dhamma3,
I knew I couldn’t afford
to waste a further moment of my life.
I wanted to advance
my perfections each and every day.
I wanted my inner experience
in meditation to progress.
I reinforced my commitment
day by day,
leaving me with constant delight and joy inside.
Follow my example.
Consolidate your purpose in life for yourself
and you will find your own spiritual life
replenished with determination.
(8 May 1996)

4.The Supreme Goal
Dhammakaya4
is the lynchpin of Buddhism...
the essence of life.
Whosoever attains Dhammakaya
thereby attains
the ultimate meaning
of life.
(7 August 1988)
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5.Dying in Vain
To be born human,
but not to use one’s human body
meditating to attain the Dhamma ,
is to be born
only to die in vain.
(27 February 2000)

6.More than You can Chew
When it comes to the subject of ‘merit’,
there’s no such thing as
‘biting off more than you can chew’.
Rather you should consider it as
‘rising to the challenge’
because this is how perfections are pursued.
We have to go against the flow,
meeting resistance and hardship,
to have our resolve tested.
Just as the bodhisatta5
had to part with wealth, blood,
and often his life,
in order to earn perfections in return.
(5 August 1998)
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7.Merely in Transit
This human existence
is nothing more than a transit lounge
for those endowed with wisdom
to accumulate the additional merits and perfections
they need to attain the path to Nirvana.
(28 August 1988)

8.No Fear in the Face of Death
All the subjects
there are to study in the world
can do nothing to help you
when you find yourself
on your deathbed.
The things which can help you then
are the merits and perfections
you have accumulated
dedicatedly and without conditions
throughout your life.
Even if you were to pass on
at this very moment,
death would have no fear for you
because you have the confidence
that a new body awaits your spirit,
which is lovelier than before
and a better place to be reborn.
(7 December 1997)
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9.Never Enough Merit
Even at the age of fifty-two,
I feel I have hardly scraped the surface
of the pursuit of Perfections.
The merits I have accumulated so far
seem insignificant,
as it’s not enough
to lead us to the Utmost Dhamma.
So we have little choice but to
accumulate further merit.
(8 May 1996)

10.As if Today were your Last . . .
Put your time to good use
because only the present belongs to us.
Tomorrow is never for sure.
Therefore make sure today
is the day you do your best –
whether you be a monk, a novice,
a layman or laywoman,
do your duties to perfection –
imagining how you’d prepare yourself in body and mind
if you knew today had to be the last day of your life,
to ensure yourself
a good afterlife destination.
In such a way you’ll avoid recklessness in life
while inspiring yourself
to accomplish the maximum of good.
(14 October 1997)
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THE IMPORTANCE OF DHAMMAKAYA

11.The Core of Buddhism
Dhammakaya...
is the core of Buddhism,
it being vital we study it
to the point
we can attain it for ourselves.
It was there at the beginning of Buddhism,
something which has been revived . . .
rather than some modern invention.
The knowledge of it was lost over the ages
because its study and practice fell into neglect.
But its truth remains the truth.
Its reality is something we can still verify
by our own striving in the here and now.
(7 August 1988)

12.Awaiting Discovery
We have become used
to hearing the word ‘Dhammakaya’,
but will continue to have no idea
what Dhammakaya is really like
until we attain it for ourselves.
It is thus our mission
to go beyond hearsay
and prove its existence
to our own satisfaction,
which corresponds
to the nature of the Lord Buddha’s teachings,
that is ‘paccattam’ to be known
only subjectively by the wise.
(October 1988)
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13.Claiming our Birthright
All of you are endowed with great merit
to be blessed with the know-how that can
allow you to attain the Triple Gem inside.
The body of enlightenment is
the heart of Buddhism but is
to be found inside each one of us.
Having taken human birth,
if we live out our lives without ever
having known or attained the Dhammakaya,
we will have wasted our birthright.
But having realised our great merit
in having the path to Dhammakaya
and Nirvana laid out before us,
it is up to us to make the time
to give ourselves the chance
to meditate enough so that
attainment can be fully ours.
(1 November 1996)

14.Knowledge with a Difference
The knowledge coming from the Dhammakaya
is crucial for all to know, because:
the more we know,
the purer, the brighter,
the more joyful we get,
the more fun, pleasure,
the stronger the morale we get.
It is not like mundane knowledge
where the more we know,
the more doubtful, obscure,
and burdened we feel.
(14 October 1989)
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15.The Essence of Life
Our body is constantly
being eaten away
by the influences of suffering [dukkha],
impermanence [anicca] and not-self [anatta].
Thus we cannot afford
to waste a single moment,
but must apply
this deteriorating body
to the search for Dhammakaya,
the essence of life.
Dhammakaya has the opposite qualities
to our physical body
as it is of the nature
of being truly permanent [nicca],
the origin of happiness [sukha],
and true-self [atta],
which is free from the control
of Mara, the evil one.
(13 February 2000)
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16.Essential
Meditation practice
is essential to life.
It is what life is all about.
It will lead us to reach
life’s ultimate goal,
namely Nirvana.
(6 August 2000)

17.Earnest Striving
Often, when something good
is close at hand
we don’t make much effort
to benefit from it.
We procrastinate
and waste our time
on less useful things instead.
This is why we need to observe ourselves
to make sure our minds
are truly progressing
on the path towards Nirvana.
Are we really striving for Nirvana in earnest?
Once we lose touch with our goal,
our efforts will become erratic.
The quality of our inner experience
will tell us if we are really cultivating our minds
at the centre of the body.
(26 October 1996)
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18.If We are True
The path and fruit of Nirvana
is already within us.
Method, example and guide
are readily at hand.
It is not for lack of these things
that we have not achieved success in meditation,
but rather our lack of earnest, perseverance,
and commitment to the practice.
If we are true to our practice
true results must come to us.
(29 January 1988)

19.Transforming
The still mind
is the only thing
which can transform
delusion into knowing,
the fool into the wise.
(3 August 1993)
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20.Given the Choice
If I had my time over again,
I would dedicate
the healthy years
from my youth onwards
entirely to meditation,
to master and research
Dhammakaya meditation,
for which there still remains
so many things
unknown to us.
(3 November 1996)

21.Your Unique Chance
Even the world’s rich and powerful
lack true happiness
and penetrative insight
into the reality
of life and the world.
Having practised thus far,
if you are constantly diligent
in study and self-training,
you have the unique chance
to miraculously gain
that which even
the influential lack.
(21 July 1996)
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22.Happiness Supreme
The bliss of enlightenment –
the joy arising
when one’s mind
comes to a standstill –
excels all other kinds of happiness.
(6 August 2000)

23.Bliss
True happiness lies
at the centre of our body,
at the seventh base of the Dhammakaya.
From here gushes forth
all our happiness
because this is its source.
Anyone who wishes
to attain bliss in this life,
needs to cultivate stillness of mind
every day.
Practising consistently,
our concentration will improve
little by little,
until eventually we’ll touch upon
the bliss inside,
making all our efforts worthwhile.
(28 August 1988)
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24.Change your Mind
The only definitive way
to overcome aggression,
selfishness and conflict,
wrong view and stubbornness,
is to uproot the very thoughts
of all these things from the mind
by meditating until we can attain
Dhammakaya within ourselves.
(18 June 2000)
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25.The Brink of Success
Every time we sit cross-legged
with our attention firm
and our mind still
at the centre of the body,
although our mind may sometimes
suffer sleepiness or wandering,
we are already on the brink
of 1,000,000% success
in attaining enlightenment.
(8 July 1990)

26.All the Time
Practise meditation every day.
Practise consistently.
Don’t let a single day go by without meditation
because even one missed day
will undermine your attainment.
(18 January 1998)

27.Consistency
Consistency is the key
to attainment in meditation.
(3 November 1996)
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28.Letting Go & Opening Up
Let go for good
of all the things
that are the foes
to progress in your meditation.
However, open up to
the things that enhance
your meditation and study
of the Wisdom of Dhammakaya6
increasingly and without end.
(9 July 1998)

29.Purity
Each time we adopt
the half-lotus position – sitting upright,
mindfulness firm,
with our mind at a standstill
at the centre of our body –
it is then that our mind
starts on its journey towards purity.
Purity accumulates
for as long as the mind
stops thinking.
No amount of wishing
can make us pure
in body, speech and mind.
Purity happens only
when the mind comes to a standstill
at the seventh base.
(May 1996)
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30.Only a Question of Technique
All of us
have more than enough merit
to attain Dhammakaya
and the Wisdom of Dhammakaya
here and now,
without having to wait for the next lifetime.
With this confidence
in the abundance of our merit,
all that remains for us to do
is to practise in earnest.
Don’t allow your mind to be distracted.
Just meditate
according to the proper methodology,
and there is no reason why
anyone can fail to attain.
(27 February 2000)

31.Free of Worry
For the mind
to be able to reach
the Utmost Dhamma ,
it must first
be free of worry,
with no remaining attachment
for things, creatures or people,
a mind that is constantly cool and calm,
forever clean, pure and radiant,
irrespective of whether we’re
standing, walking, sitting or lying down.
This is the mind
bound for the Utmost Dhamma7.
(8 May 1996)
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32.The Ideal State of Mind
Any time we feel replete
like we need nothing more from the world
than a meditation mat to sit on,
a sitting space no larger than a metre square,
a sleeping space just twice that size,
enough to eat (irrespective of the flavour),
and where nothing elates
or disappoints us any more,
where annoying matters fail to irritate,
and no-one could provoke us even if they tried,
this is when our mind remains at a standstill
and is refreshed the whole time.
This is the ideal state of mind –
a state destined for the Utmost Dhamma.
(8 May 1996)

33.Eight Little Words
There are eight little words
that no-one can afford to forget
no matter how often you hear them.
They are sacred words
that will lead you to fulfilment.
“Stopping the mind is the secret of success”,
are the priceless legacy
of the Great Abbot of Wat Paknam8.
Cherish these words
at the middle of your mind –
practise and train yourself
to achieve their objective.
(26 September 1996)
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34.Secret of Success
Dhamma is profound
but easy to attain
if you use the proper way
to adjust the mind.
If you try to make it difficult
. . . of course it will be difficult.
If you try to keep it simple
. . . it will be simple.
The proper way is to do nothing,
simply keep our mind at a standstill
at the centre of the Buddha image inside9 –
lightly, in stillness and equanimity.
Our mind will be drawn inward
to become one with Him.
Simply keep the mind at a standstill,
lightly, in stillness and equanimity
because stopping is the secret of success.
(21 July 1996)

35.Harvesting Happiness
Every session of meditation
should add to our happiness,
encouraging us to meditate further
next time round.
(8 May 1996)
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36.Portent of Success
In order to attain Dhammakaya,
we must place our mind
on the right path10,
which is at the centre of the body,
using the right method.
When the mind is placed
with the optimum of effort,
the Sphere of the Initial Path11 will appear
to let us know we are at the trailhead of the path
to attain Dhammakaya. Thus, being aligned,
the correct method and optimum effort,
predict that before long,
we will be attaining Dhammakaya.
(23 October 1991)

37.Relaxed and At Ease
Meditation practice
for the attainment of Dhammakaya
must be done when you
are at ease and relaxed.
(23 July 1994)
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38.Recipe for Success
Simply observe whatever arises
at the centre of the body
relaxedly and without
any mental commentary.
It’s all you need to do –
nothing more
because this is the recipe for success
that will allow you
to attain Dhammakaya.
(3 August 1993)

39.The Measure
The extent to which
we can keep our mind
at the centre of the body
is the measure of how much
we truly love the Dhamma and
how much we desire to attain it.
If we let our mind be distracted,
it shows that our commitment to the Dhamma
has been compromised,
compromising also our potential
for results in meditation.
(14 March 1999)
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40.Doing what comes naturally
Our meditation practice
differs from day to day.
Some days we feel
like repeating the mantra to ourselves.
Others not.
Some days we feel more comfortable
visualizing a mental object.
Others not.
We have to listen to our inner feeling,
meditating in the way
that comes naturally
on each particular day.
Attaining Dhammakaya can be simple
if we realise the nature of the mind,
which is to favour ease and patience
rather than force or struggling against
what comes naturally.
We have to go along with the nature of the mind –
that’s the simplest principle of practice.
(October 1988)
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41.Expectation Free
When practising meditation,
don’t harbour expectations or worries
about whether your inner experience
is moving forwards, backwards,
or the same as before.
Speculation is of no use.
Simply bring your mind to a standstill
and remain joyfully with the moment.
Don’t go thinking “with my mind as still as this,
I ought to be getting some new experiences”.
Accept it if there is no change,
and if there is a change then accept that too.
Don’t let anything
rob your mind of its neutrality.
These are groundworks to the study
of the Wisdom of Dhammakaya.
(8 May 1996)

42.Ease is the Way
Tension during meditation
tells you that you are using too much force,
that you have deviated
from the proper method.
If you were on the right track,
the meditation would bring
only joy and ease.
Never forget that for the entirety
of the Middle Way within you,
beginning, middle and end,
‘ease’ needs to mark every step of the way.
(23 May 1996)
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43.Perpetually at the Centre
I try to help
everyone to attain
the inner body of enlightenment.
But you need to keep
your side of the bargain
by gently maintaining your attention
at the centre of the body
the whole time.
Even outside the formal meditation sessions,
you should still habituate your mind
to the centre of the body.
In this way, during the formal meditation sessions,
you will reach concentration quickly
and waste no time adjusting your mind,
because a properly located mind
has already become your habit.
(14 March 1999)

44.Our Inner Work
Meditation
is our most important inner work –
a task that takes no physical effort –
which can be done in tandem
with other ‘outer’ activities.
It should be no harder to do
our inner and outer work simultaneously,
than remembering to breathe
while having a meal!
(8 July 1990)
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45.No Excuse for Excuses!
No matter if you’re weary, ill,
or snowed under with work,
nothing should stand in the way
of meditating as much as you can.
Don’t let life events
become obstacles or excuses
that stand in the way
of your meditation practice.
(8 July 1990)

46.Putting Two and Two Together
Never despair when the going gets tough
nor give in to boredom
on the path of pursuing perfection.
If you are weary, then rest.
Once recovered,
continue from where you left off.
Nonetheless, don’t let physical tasks
rob you of your subtlety of mind.
Keep up regular meditation.
In this way, Pursuit of Perfection
can go hand-in-hand with
our meditation progress.
(11 August 1998)
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47.Life . . . to the Power of Two
In the material world
we have to speed up
for our body to reach
our destination more quickly.
But in the spiritual world within,
our destination can only be reached
if the mind is brought
to a complete stop.
To achieve both destinations,
the mind has to stop
while our body keeps moving.
In practice we can achieve this
by making sure wherever we go,
we are always able to see
a bright Dhammakaya within.
It must remain clear all the time,
whether thinking, speaking, working,
talking, writing or whatever the task.
This is called ‘putting two and two together’.
In fact it is life to the power of two!
(23 May, 1996)
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48.Around the Clock
Meditation is so important to us
that we need to maintain it all the time
and cannot afford
to go even a single day without it.
In this respect we can consolidate
our commitment by taking
the Great Abbot of Wat Paknam –
his life’s example, goal and ideals –
as our inspiration, because throughout his life,
against all odds,
he never let himself backslide
in his practice.
(25 November 1996)

49.Dhammakaya by Association
Birds of a feather flock together.
If you want to attain Dhammakaya,
you have to associate with those
who can help you to do this.
Such association is the portent
that your merit12 is sufficient,
soon to lead you
to attain Dhammakaya for yourself.
(2 April 1988)
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50.As if Your Life Depended on it
Treat the centre of body
with full importance.
Neglect it no more
than you would neglect to breathe.
(27 February 2000)

51.The Mind Habitually Still
Khun Yay Ajahn13 was a person
whose mind was habitually
at a standstill.
That’s why she could excel
in meditation – to the point
that the Great Abbot of Wat Paknam
praised her as being
‘second to none’.
(8 November 1996)
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52.The Joyous Mind at Work
Maintain joy in your mind
the whole of the time
irrespective of the circumstances.
Be careful not to let
negativity bruise your mind
and you can have job satisfaction
wherever you work.
Even though sometimes
you’ll get orders that aren’t fair,
don’t forget that none of us,
not even our boss,
has reached an end of defilements,
and no-one has the wisdom
to know absolutely everything
that’s going on in the workplace.
So don’t waste your time
getting annoyed about it
or allowing it to rob you
of your joyous morale.
(7 December 1997)
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53.In the Buddha’s Footsteps
Purify yourself
in body, speech, and mind
according to the Buddha’s teachings.
Follow His example in all things –
whatever He did, whatever He was.
Just as He was able
to break free from the defilements,
so too can we be free.
Thus, heed all the practices He taught,
because practising them
will lead us to Nirvana.
(27 February 2000)

54.Chanting
Chanting in homage
to the Triple Gem
helps hone our mind
towards a state of stillness
which brings meditation attainment
more easily within our grasp.
(8 October 1995)
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55.Choice of Words
Words that hinder
others’ stillness and peacefulness of mind
should never pass our lips.
Much less comments that discourage others
from practising meditation.
Let us speak instead of things
that encourage others’ peace
and stability of mind,
forging morale to do good deeds
and meditation without end.
If we restrict ourselves to such words,
love, respect, credibility,
trust and joy will come our way.
Moreover, our own attainment in meditation
will become easier as a result.
(23 July 1996)
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56.Unfaltering
For the moment, most of us
have no idea
how much merits we have.
But when we attain
the Dhammakaya,
we will know it for ourselves.
Therefore from this moment on,
pursue perfection to the fullest.
Don’t give in to irritation, sulking,
despair or boredom.
Take Khun Yay Ajahn as your model.
She pursued perfection without faltering,
to the point her health gave way –
But she had already achieved
victory in her life
seeing her body as nothing more
than sugar cane, from which
all the sweetness had been squeezed
- her body as a husk
to be cast aside
for its final elemental breakdown
into solid, liquid, air and heat.
So take Khun Yay Ajahn as your example.
Follow in her footsteps
and the success she gained
will be yours.
(4 February 2000)
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57.Things Worth Saying
The nature of the arahants
is to speak only the truth –
which is of true benefit.
Anything which is not true
or which is of no benefit,
they keep to themselves.
(3 November 1996)

58.Exercise
Exercise . . .
refreshes the body
extending its life.
Being too lazy to exercise
is as good as destroying your health.
(9 July 1998)

59.Be Thankful
If someone has the compassion
to advise us or point out our faults,
the least we can do
is to thank them for their concern.
(14 October 1989)
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60.Dedication Conquers All
No matter what good deeds we do,
there will always be obstacles –
it’s always an uphill struggle.
But consider this,
no matter how high the hill
it’s always beneath our feet!
If you want to know
how high your feet can get
then keep on walking to the peak
and you’ll know that no matter the height
we can always go higher.
Obstacles are there to be overcome.
Even the highest mountains can be crossed
on feet a fraction of the size so believe me when I say
nothing can beat
earnest dedication to a task.
(23 May 1996)

61.Merit Without End
Try accomplishing
even a small good deed
with the utmost of dedication,
to the point
you’d put your life on the line.
You’ll keep on benefiting from the fruits
of such a deed endlessly
even if you are on your deathbed.
(7 December 1997)
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62.First Step on the Journey
Before setting out on a long journey,
invite all the Buddhas
to protect you and everyone with you,
and to allow you
to be received hospitably
no matter where you may go,
as if others were to take you
for an auspicious one
coming to bring them good fortune,
or as a Universal Monarch
would welcome the crystal treasure
coming to him spontaneously
through the air.
(25 November 1996)
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63.Perfection of Generosity

The Great Abbot of Wat Paknam
often used to say
that you can pursue any of the perfections you like
but you should never miss out
on the perfection of generosity,
because generosity makes sure
that we will be provided for
in the future, especially in lifetimes to come.
Making progress towards the Utmost Dhamma
is like a long journey we must make.
We won’t reach there
accidentally or any time soon;
we can only get there
on the strength of our perfections.
And we can’t get there in a single life,
rather it is the work of many lifetimes.
However if we have stored up
sufficient provisions for ourselves
through our practice of generosity,
we will be able to pursue the other
necessary perfections in convenience
and will reach our destination in safety.
(30 August 1998)
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64.Maha Dhammakaya Cetiya
The inauguration of the Maha Dhammakaya Cetiya14
is going to be a great merit
because it will allow us to get
the upper hand in the struggle against Mara.
It will allow us to attain the treasure
of the Universal Monarch for ourselves,
assuring providence
on the basis of which we can pursue
the remaining perfections to completion,
so we can break free of the Mara
once and for all.
(13 February 2000)

65.Heart of a Universal Monarch
For anyone to avail themselves
to the inexhaustible treasures
of a Universal Monarch15,
they first need to have the unlimited heart
befitting of a Universal Monarch,
because his is a heart
that harbours no stinginess,
no regret about wealth disbursed,
no fear of wasted funds,
no worry that his wealth will run out,
nor uncertainty that there’ll be enough left to get by.
His is a far-sighted heart of wisdom
that sees ahead to the benefits in lifetimes to come.
(13 February 2000)
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Glossary
1.The Perfections [paramita] are virtues such as generosity, selfdiscipline, renunciation, wisdom, patience, perseverance, sincerity,
resolution, loving-kindness and equanimity. Pursuit of Perfections is
a lifestyle of dedicatedly cultivating such virtues.

2.Having a clear and wholesome Purpose in Life is very important
to meditators. Apart from having the Pursuit of Perfection as our aim
in life (see above), we aim to be self-sufficient materially by earning
an honest living and meditating until we can attain the inner Body of
Enlightenment or ‘Dhammakaya’.

3.Translated according to context as ‘the teachings of the Buddha’,
‘inner knowledge’, and ‘pure knowledge’.

4.The scriptural term for the ‘inner Body of Enlightenment’.
5.The

Buddha in his previous lifetimes of accumulating

perfections.
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6.The Wisdom of Dhammakaya [vijja dhammakaya] is the insightful
knowledge of the reality of life and the world that can be attained
through deep meditation.

7.Collective state of enlightenment whereby not just oneself but
all beings are freed of the cycle of existence [samsara] and karmic
retribution.

8.The Great Master Phramongkolthepmuni (Sodh Candasaro)
1885-1959, the discoverer of Dhammakaya Meditation.

9.In this case a Buddha image is imagined at the centre of the body.
10.Focusing one’s mind gently at the centre of the body, two
finger’s width above navel level.

11.Pathama Magga: equivalent to the first absorption [jhana].
12.The positive spiritual energy in your mind stored up by good
deeds such as generosity, self-discipline and meditation that helps to
bring fulfillment of our wishes in life.

13.The

Master

Nun

Chand

Khonnokyoong

(1909-2000),

distinguished disciple of Phramongkolthepmuni and founder of Wat
Phra Dhammakaya, Pathum Thani Province, Thailand.

14.The main pagoda at Wat Phra Dhammakaya in Pathum Thani
Province, Thailand.

15.A ruler with so much merit that he can reign over the four
cosmic continents merely by his virtue (rather than force) and who is
possessed of the seven treasures of the Universal Monarch: the wheel
treasure, the horse treasure, the elephant treasure, the minister treasure,
the treasurer treasure, the lady treasure and the crystal (ball) treasure.
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Basic
Dhammakaya
Meditation
S

tart by adjusting your sitting position. If you sit on the floor, sit
cross-legged, right leg over the left leg, right hand over the left

hand, palms up, your right index finger gently touching your left
thumb. Place both hands on your lap comfortably, your head and
back erect. If you feel uncomfortable in this position, you may sit
on a chair or sofa. Adjust your position until you feel completely
comfortable, so that the blood will circulate freely, and you breathe
naturally.
Gently close your eyes, comfortably, as if you were going to sleep. Do
not squeeze your eyelids. Do not force them shut. Close them gently
rather than tightly. Sit with a smile on your face. Next, take a deep
breath. Inhale and exhale a few times. Breathe in deeply until you
feel the air passing through your lungs and reaching the middle of
your abdomen, and slowly breathe out, through your nostrils. When
you breathe in, imagine that each cell in your body is fully taking in
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The Seven Bases Leading to Peace of Mind

Two fingers’
width above
navel

Base (1) Nostril

nostril for women
{ Left
Right nostril for men

Base (2) Bridge of nose

for women
{ Left
Right for men

Base (3) Middle part of head
Base (4) Roof of mouth
Base (5) Throat
Base (6) Navel
Base (7) Centre of gravity
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the feeling of happiness and joyfulness, and when you breathe out,
breathe out all your worries and negative feelings. Take a moment
to let go of all responsibilities that relate to work, loved ones, family,
studies, or anything else.
Let everything go. Let your mind be joyful, relaxed and free from all
worry. Then breathe normally. Relax every muscle in your body. Start
to relax from the top of your head, down to your forehead. Relax
the muscles in your face, your eyelids, your neck, and the muscles in
your shoulders, your arms, down to the tips of your fingers. Relax the
muscles of your back, your chest, your legs, down to the tips of your
toes. Let every part of your body relax. Don’t let any part of your body
contract, tighten or become tense.
Continue to relax until you feel that every part of your body and each
cell in your body are completely relaxed. You are now in a state of
complete relaxation, so that you can feel an emptiness, transparency,
and lightness. Now, allow your mind to become joyful, cheerful,
clear, pure and bright. Release, and let go. Empty your mind.
Make your mind clear, pure and free from all thoughts. Imagine you
are sitting alone in a vast, open space, full of freedom and peacefulness
as if you never had any attachment in life, never had any problem,
and had never known anyone before. Then imagine that your body
has no organ. Suppose it is a tube, a hole, a hollow, like an inflated
balloon, or like a crystal or diamond cylinder, bright and clear. Let it
be an open space, empty, hollow inside. You may feel your body get
lighter and lighter, as if it is weightless; gradually melting away and
becoming one with the atmosphere around you.
Let yourself enjoy this feeling of peacefulness. Now, bring your mind
to focus to the centre of the body, in the middle of your abdomen,
two fingers’ width above the navel. If you are a new practitioner, do
not worry too much about the exact point of the centre of the body.
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Simply maintain your mind, softly, and gently, in the middle of your
abdomen. The way that you focus your mind at the centre of the
body, is by comparing it to the lightness, and gentleness of a bird’s
feather, that is floating down from the sky and touching the calm
surface of some water.
Conjure up the soft feeling of the touch of a bird’s feather when it
reaches the surface of the water. Focus your mind at the centre of
the body with the same feeling. Maintain the feeling of relaxation of
your body and mind continuously, while you focus your mind at the
centre of the body in the middle of your abdomen. After you’ve found
the starting point to focus your mind, softly imagine the meditation
object within you, so that the mind can have something on which
to focus, and so that your mind will not wander. You can imagine a
diamond, a flawless diamond, of any size you like. Let it be as round
as a clear, pure, crystal ball and bright as the midday sun, cool and
soothing as the moonlight on a full moon night.
To imagine this object, you need to know the method. Slowly imagine
the object, with ease. Relax. Keep it as simple as thinking of a football,
a tennis ball, a ping pong ball, or anything that is familiar. Do not
force your mind to think of the object to the point that it makes you
feel tense. Do not use too much effort. Or else, you will stare at it;
that is the wrong method. Gently imagine the object, and relax. It
does not matter if it is not clear. Be satisfied with it however clear it
is. And maintain your mind calmly, let it stop and be still. Think of
that diamond continuously, which is as round as a clear, pure, crystal
ball. Do not let your mind wander. If you do think of something else,
maintain your mind by reciting the mantra.
Recite the mantra in your mind softly, as if the soft sound were
coming from the centre of the clear crystal ball, in the middle of your
abdomen. Recite the mantra,“Samma Arahang, Samma Arahang,
Samma Arahang”, which means: ‘purifying the mind’— to help
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width above
navel
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nostril for women
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Base (5) Throat
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Base (7) Centre of gravity
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free you from the suffering of life, or you can use any words, such
as “clear and bright”. Recite the mantra continuously, while
at the same time thinking of the bright crystal ball, gently and
comfortably. Focus your mind and be still at the centre of pure
brightness. Maintain your mind by imagining a bright object,
and at the same time recite the mantra continuously, softly,
comfortably, until your mind is still.
Once your mind is completely still, it will drop the words, “Samma
Arahang” or “clear and bright” by itself, as if you are forgetting to
recite this mantra, or feel that you don’t want to recite the mantra
anymore; or just want to be still, and the mind is not wandering
or thinking about anything, and there is only the picture of bright
crystal ball appearing clearly at the centre of the body. If you feel
like this, you do not have to go back to reciting the mantra again. Let
your awareness maintain the vision of a bright crystal ball, gently
and comfortably. This is all you need to do from this point onward,
with a still mind, softly, gently, constantly, continuously — you don’t
have to do anything more than this.
If you have any experience from within, which is different from
your meditation object, do not be excited. Let your mind remain
neutral, as if you had a lot of previous experience in life; observe the
experiences that occur with calm mind, relax. Do not question, how
this is happening. Just observe, only observing, otherwise your mind
will move away from the centre of the body, and your inner experience
will disappear. Observe it with a calm mind, be neutral, soon your
mind will be completely focused, pure, still, feeling nothingness.
This moment is very important, so do not neglect it. Pay attention;
because the experience from within will progress. You need to do
nothing more than remaining in this state. Your role at this time is
to be an observer. Just keep observing and relax. Do not think of
anything. Do all of this, only this and nothing more.
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If you do this correctly, easily, comfortably, then your mind will
become still easily, effortlessly. If you were an analyst, you would
analyze, comment, on your inner experiences, your mind would not
be calm and your good experience would slip away. So, just adhere
only to these instructions. Eventually, your mind will be refined, and
completely absorbed at the centre of the body, and the mind will lead
within, entering into clarity, purity, brightness, true happiness and
true inner knowledge — which is the wisdom from within, that lies
deeper and deeper. And you will attain that which is in you, that is
universal, the same for everyone in this world.
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Chachawan Seripuggana
Prasert Siddhipholnichakul
Jaranwit-Lawan-Kanisara Siddhiwong
Banaporn Silarom
Benjamaporn Silarom
Kittisak Silarom
Sophit Silarom
Thitaporn Silarom
Suporn-Apassara Sirikururat
Suwat-Areerat-Wansuk Sirikururat
Virasak-Areerat Sirikururat
Sanit-Walee Sirikwanchai
Worawit Siriwatanapart
Virachart Siriwattanapart
Capt. Supatra Sithiracha M.D.
Malee-Robert Snowden
Phetsomphone-Somlith Somninhom
Sayan Sookcharoen
Angela-Khamleuane Soungpanya
Khamlang Soubine Souvannasone
Chatchai Sribundith M.D.
Sirilak Sriburadej
Therdchart Srinopparat
Nalinpat Sripatanaporn
Pimpatama Sripreuksamart
Patcharee Srirattanapirom
Saleena Srirattanapirom
Family Srisawang
Maliwan Srisawat
Chuaywong Srisongkhram
Supachai Srisuphaaksorn & Family
Pranee Srisuwan & Family
Sasunee Srisuwan & Family
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Janpim Sriwiran
Kawita-Michael Stacy
Patrareudee Padungpat Steffen Klaestad
Pattma Store
Meechai Subroongruang & Family
Doney Vongseng
Supichaya Panprasert – Sarinrat Sukhabutr Wat Bhavana Texas
Suvimol Sukhavacharin
Somsakul Wongsermsri
Sumrej thro’ Boon Group
Surang Sunagaraj
Ubolthip Supananon & Family
Pundarika Supean
Daret Supean & Family
Poramart-Vanida Suriyakulpanich
Pliw-Rachanee Suriyamonkol
Saraj-Sarit Suriyasaengpetch
Jessada Suthinan & Family
Cherdchai Suvannahong
Bongkot Suwanpathom D.D.S.
Aree Suwantawee & Family
Kitti-Karn Suwitchaisiri
Suwanna Suwitchaisiri
Rachinee Swetathamm
Yupin Takenaka
Sunisa Takeshiga
Taling Chan Meditation Center
Amornrat Tan-Anannuwat
Attasit Wareesri
Jiraporn Tankunakorn
Tantiniramai Family & Team
Nitiwadee Tantipoj
Apiradee Tantiwit
Uthai Taweechoat
Kamolthip Thakamisawa
Yupin Thammapreecha
Jittra Thammasuwan
Penthip Thamrongpornsawat
Thapanee Thanachotipan
Jitsiri Thanapat
Vachara Thanyakittikul
Bounlath Thatsanaphone
Sirin Wongvittayavate
2nd Lt. Euah-Prajuab-Kanokrat Thaweesuk YuwadeeYenbamrung
Komsak Thirakantorn & Family
Thirmeyer Family
Thawatchai-Supanan-Suthida Thongmee Chintana Thongthavorn
Prapatsorn Tocharoen
Sakol Tocookcarm
Keaw-Kling-Chitawadee-Sopha Tongkaew Suranee Tongleung & Family
Somjit Traihiran
Thitipha Tulaluck & Cheng Joo Jang
Saichol Uaypornkojakorn
Penwipha Sasanarakkij Udomlarb Gp.
Chachachom Udomratsiri
Thanchanok Upachobakul
Kitchai Urkasame
Vanida Yangritth
Chusri V. Charoentaweesap
Boonchoo-Usanart-Boonkate
Vajanapanich
Phouvane-Dara Vangvichith
Vanich-SuwanVanichsampan & Family
Bruce-Sandy-Dorothy-Elizabeth
Vassantach
Jintana Vatchalapong
Pranee Vathanavekin
Surapharn Veerasorn
Amporn-Isara Virapaetkosol
Mantana Visuthkaew
Panadda Manithorn Wannapha Thara
Montha-Tawachai Wanichapong
Natthakanya Warit-Thoranirut & Family
Thaweewat-Apiraporn Wasavakul
Wat Buddha Augsburg
Chomnisa Weeradechapol & Family
Kayoon-Cholada-Nachawin Wilawan
Yaowapar Wong-Wah-Chung & Family
Phayphone Wongprasert & Family
Jutamas-Peeradej Wongsakulwiwat
Linda-Athit Yochimoto
Varajjhara Yomana & Family
Piyadham Masing
Kitchai Urkasem
Suphap - Asst. Prof. Dr. Reudeekorn Vivatanapatapee & Family
Somsak Jansaengdao-Yupha Tearnsathaporn
Nandawanchaya-Svaluk-Warada Tangnitichai
Srg.Maj. Suwan-Srimuang Penyalai & Family
Thivakorn-Maniwong-Pimonpun Treepetch
Upasaka & Upasika Class of 2000 (BK# 17)
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Lists of
Meditation
Centres
Worldwide
Wat Phra Dhammakaya
23/2 Mu 7, Khlong Sam, Khlong Luang
Pathum Thani 12120, Thailand
Tel. +(66-2) 831-1000
+(66-2) 524-0257 to 63
Fax. +(66-2) 524-0270 to 1
Email: info@dhammakaya.or.th
www.dhammakaya.or.th
www.meditationthai.org
www.dmc.tv/en
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Asia
BRUNEI
Co-ordination Office
Contact : Ruangrassame Chareonying
Tel. +(673) 8-867-029
Email: JY_dhamma@yahoo.com
Thailand Co-ordinator contact : Ms.Rawiwon Mechang
Tel. +(66)-5-071-0190
CHINA
Sichuan
Sichuan Meditation Center
Tel. +(86) 28-8541-8878
+(86) 28-8129-2072
Mobile. +(86) 136-8900-7101
Email: nui072@hotmail.com
pp072@yahoo.com
HONG KONG
The Dhammakaya International Society of Hong Kong Ltd.
385-391, 2/F, Henning House, Hennessy Rd., Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel. +(852) 2762-7942
+(852) 2794-7485
Fax.+(852) 2573-2800
E-mail: dmchk@netvigator.com
JAPAN
Ibaraki
Wat Bhavana Ibaraki
2816-2 Oaza Arakawahongo, Ami-Machi,
Inashiki-gun, Ibaraki-ken, Japan 300-1152
Tel. +(81) 2-9846-6110
Mobile +(81) 080-5489-5669
+(81) 080-5489-6659
Email: Ibaraki_otera@msn.com
Kanagawa
Wat Bhavana Kanagawa
3-5-12 Ryosei, Ayase-Shi, Kanagawa-Ken, 252-1126, Japan
Tel. +(81) 4-6770-3264
Mobile. +(81) 90-5099-4527
Email: puwanat072@hotmail.com
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Nagano
Wat Thai Nagano
733-3 Mihari, Tomi-Shi, Nagano-Ken, 389-0501, Japan
Tel. +(81) 2-6864-7516
+(81) 2-6864-7720
Fax. +(81) 2-6862-2505
Mobile. +(81) 90-9390-6055
Email: yanakuno@yahoo.com
Osaka
Wat Bhavana Osaka
Dhammakaya International Meditation Center of Osaka
(DIMC of Osaka)
4-6-27 Ohmiya, Asahi-ku, Osaka, 535-0002, Japan
Tel. +(81) 6-6956-1400
Fax. +(81) 6-6956-1401
Email: dimcosaka@hotmail.com
Tochigi
Wat Bhavana Tochigi
1068 Oya-Machi, Utsunomiya-shi,
Tochigi-ken, Japan 321-0345
Tel. +(81) 2-8652-8701 to 2
+(81) 2-8652-8703
Email: krubajane39@hotmail.com
Tokyo
Dhammakaya International Meditation Center of Tokyo
3-78-5 Arakawa, Arakawa-ku, Tokyo, 116-0002, Japan
Tel. +(81) 3-5604-3021
Fax. +(81) 3-5604-3022
Email: chalapinyo@yahoo.com
MALAYSIA
Kuala Lumpur
Dhammakaya Meditation Center of Kuala Lumpur
4-2 Jalan, Puteri 5/1, Bandar Puteri,
47100, Selangor, D.E., Malaysia
Tel. +(60) 3-5882-5887
Mobile. +(60) 17-331-1599
Email: chutintharo072@hotmail.com
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Penang
Dhammakaya Meditation Center of Penang
66, Lengkonk Kenari1, Sungai Ara, 11900 Penang, Malaysia
Tel. +(60) 4-644-1854
Fax. +(60) 19-457-4270 to 1
Email: dmcpn@hotmail.com
SINGAPORE
Kalyanamitta Centre (Singapore)
30 Mohamed Sultan Road
#03-03 Lam Ann Building, Singapore 238974
Tel. +(65) 6836-1620
Email: dimcsg@dhammakaya.or.th
dimcsg@singnet.com.sg
SOUTH KOREA
Wat Tae Jong Sa
M 29-4, Dongsam-2 dong, Youndo-Gu,
Busan City, Republic of Korea
Tel.+(82) 51-405-2626
Mobile. +(82) 10-8681-5976
TAIWAN R.O.C.
Taipei
Dhammakaya International Meditation Center of Taipei
3F No.9 Lane 16, Sec.2 Sihchuan Rd.,
Banciao city, Taipei country 220
Tel. +(886) 2-8966-1000
Fax. +(886) 2-8967-2800
http://dhammakaya.tc
Taizhong
Dhammakaya International Meditation Center of Taizhong
1-2F, No. 25, Lane 14, Minquan Rd., Zhong Dis,
Taizhong City
Tel. +(886) 4-2223-7663
Taoyuan
Dhammakaya International Meditation Center of Taoyuan
No. 232, Ching-Tian Street, Taoyuan City 330
Tel. +(886) 3-377-1261
Mobile. +(886) 9-2252-1072
Email: watthaitaoyuan@hotmail.com
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The Middle East
BAHRAIN
DMC Centre, Bahrain
1310 Road No. 5641, Block No.0356, Manama City, Bahrain
Contact : Mr.Thanachai & Mrs.Peanjai Thongthae
Tel. +(973) 3960-7936
Email: s4p04u@hotmail.com
IRAN
Co-ordination Office
Contact : Ms. Aroona Puenebue
Tel. +(98) 21-2260-2105
Email: marissa_ange@yahoo.com
OMAN
Co-ordination Office
Contact: Ms. Rathanavadee Boonprasert
Tel. +(968) 9901-4584
QATAR
Co-ordination Office
Contact: Ms. Naviya Tonboonrithi
Tel. +(974) 572-7178
Email: naviyatonboonrithi@yahoo.com
SAUDI ARABIA
Co-ordination Office
Contact: Mr. Udom Chimnuan
Tel. +(968) 50-899-1912
Email : saudom_80@yahoo.com
DUBAI
Co-ordination Office
P.O.Box 33084, Dubai, UAE.
Contact: Ms. Sangmanee Tel. +(971) 50-770-4508
Mr. Methin Tel. +(971) 50-754-0825
Ms. Dussadee Tel. +(971) 50-228-5077
The Middle East
Thailand Co-ordinator
Contact: Ms. Rawiwon Mechang Tel. +(66)-5-071-0190
Email: rawi0072@yahoo.com
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Africa
SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Town
Cape Town Meditation Centre (CMC)
4B Homlfirth Road, Sea Point, Cape Town, South Africa, 8005
Tel. +(27) 21-439-1896
Mobile. +(27) 72-323-0060
+(27) 79-379-0245
Johannesburg
Johannesburg Meditation Centre
30 Scheepers Street, North Riding,
Randburg, Johannesburg, South Africa 2169
Tel : +(27) 11-704-3360
Mobile: +(27) 72-363-1226
+(27) 78-464-8871
Email: info@watthaiafrica.org

Europe
BELGIUM
Antwerp
Dhammakaya International Meditation Centre (Belgium)
Sint-Jobsteenweg 84, 2970 ‘S-Gravenwezel, Antwerp, Belgium
Tel. +(32) 3.326.45.77,
+(32) 3.289.51.81
Mobile. +(32) 494.32.60.02
Email: ppujakaro@hotmail.com
DENMARK
Copenhagen
Wat Buddha Denmark
Gl.Landevej 12,7130 Juelsminde, Denmark
Tel. +(45) 46.59.00.72
Mobile. +(45) 20.70.74.59
Email: dimc_dk@yahoo.com
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FRANCE
Bordeaux
Wat Bouddha Bordeaux
47, Cours du General de Gaulle,33170 Gradignan, France
Tel. +(33) 5.40.00.93.70
Mobile. +(33) 6.20.23.53.08
Email: wat_bdx@hotmail.com
Paris
Wat Bouddha Paris
10, Avenue de Paris, 77164 Ferrieres en Brie, France
Tel. +(33) 1.64.77.28.37
Fax. +(33) 6.88.25.82.06
Email: vichak@yahoo.com
Strasbourg
Dhammakaya Centre International de la Meditation
21, Boulevard de Nancy, 67000 Strasbourg, France
Tel. +(33) 3.88.32.69.15
Fax. +(33) 3.88.22.99.19
Email: dimcfr@yahoo.com
GERMANY
Koenigsbrunn
Dhammakaya International Meditation Zentrum (DIMZ)
Heinkel Str. 1,86343 Koenigsbrunn, Germany
Tel. +(49) 8231.957.4530
Fax. +(49) 8231.957.4532
Mobile. +(49) 162.421.0410
Email : ppadec@hotmail.com
Frankfurt
Wat Buddha Frankfurt (Meditation Verein Frankfurt Me.V)
Odenwald Str.22, 65479, Ruanheim, Germany
Tel. +(49) 614.2833.0888
Fax. +(49) 614.2833.0890
Email: lpjon2499@hotmail.com
Stuttgart
Wat Buddha Stuttgart
Im Meissel Str.6, 71111, Waldenbuch, Germany
Tel. +(49) 715.753.8187
Fax. +(49) 715.753.7677
Mobile. +(49) 16.0179.3782
Email: wat_stuttgart@hotmail.com
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Bodensee
Wat Buddha Bodensee
Lindauer Str. 76, 88085 Langenargen, Germany
Tel. +(49) 754.393.9777
Email: Wat_Bodensee@hotmail.com
ITALY
Milan
Wat Buddha Milano
Via Dello Scoiattolo 7 21052
Busto Arsizio (VA) Italy
Tel. +(39) 33.138.6721
+(39) 33.131.8738
+(39) 329.917.8629
Email: fortunebigbank@msn.com,
janda.a@hotmail.it
NORWAY
Midnattsol
Wat Buddha Midnattsol (Det Norske Dhammakaya Samfunn)
Hvittingfossveien 343, 3080 Holmestrand Norway
Tel. +(47) 33.61.01.43
Mobile. +(47) 997.23.075
Fax. +(47) 33.09.66.09
Email: dhammakaya-norway@hotmail.com
http://www.dhammakaya.no
SWEDEN
Hisings Backa
Wat Buddha Gothenburg
Ostra Arodsgatan 17B, 422 43,
Hisings Backa, Sweden
Tel. +(46) -767.620.52.501
Mobile. +(46) -737.562.722
Fax. +(46) 8668-8973
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Wat Buddha Geneva, Switzerland
Avenue d’aire 93 G, 1203 Geneva, Switzerland
( c/o Wee Khee Wee )
Tel. +(41) 796.049.704
Mobile. +(33) 06.15.41.70.14
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THE UNITED KINGDOM
Bristol
Wat Buddha Bristol
7 Grange Close, Bradley Stoke,
Bristol, BS32 OAH, United Kingdom
Tel. +(44) 1454-617434
Email: virandharo@hotmail.com
London
Wat Phra Dhammakaya London
(Dhammakaya International Society of United Kingdom)
2 Brushfield Way, Knaphill, Woking, GU21 2TG, UK
Tel. +(44) 1483-475757
+(44) 1483-480001
Fax. +(44) 1483-476161
Email: disuk@hotmail.co.uk
Manchester
Wat Charoenbhavana Manchester
Gardner House, Cheltenham Street, Salford,
Manchester M6 6WY, United Kingdom
Tel. +(44) 161-736–-1633
+(44) 798-882-3616
Fax. +(44) 161-736–-5747
Email: watmanchester@hotmail.com

North America
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
California
Dhammakaya International Meditation Center (USA)
801 E. Foothill Blvd., Azusa, CA 91702 USA
Tel. +(1)-626-334-2160
Fax. +(1)-626-334-0702
Email: dimcazusa@yahoo.com
http://www.dimc.net
Florida
Florida Meditation Center
1303 N. Gordon St., Plant City, FL 33563 USA
Tel. +(1)-813-719-8000
+(1)-813-719-8005
Fax. +(1)-813-719-8007
Email: pamotito@msn.com
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Georgia
Georgia Meditation Center Inc.
4522 Tilly Mill Road, Atlanta, GA 30360 USA
Tel. +(1)-770-452-1111
+(1)-770-643-1233
Mobile. +(1)-404-514-7721
+(1)-404-862-7559
Fax. (1)-770-452-3424
Email: somboonusa@yahoo.com
Hawaii
Hawaii Meditation Center
54-111 Maakua Rd., Hauula, HI 97617 USA
Tel. +(1)-808-497-4072
Email: saiwa072@hotmail.com
Illinois
Meditation Center of Chicago (M.C.C.)
6224 W.Gunnison St., Chicago, IL 60630 USA
Tel. +(1)-773-763-8763
Fax. +(1)-773-763-7897
Email: Mcc_072@yahoo.com
Minnesota
Minnesota Meditation Center
242 Northdale Blvd NW, Coon Rapids, MN 55448 USA
Tel. +(1)-763-862-6122
Fax. +(1)-763-862-6123
Email: MMC_072@yahoo.com
psuriya@hotmail.com
New Jersey
Dhammakaya International Meditation Center of New Jersey
257 Midway Ave., Fanwood, NJ 07023 USA
Tel. +(1)-908-322-4187
+(1)-908-322-4032
Fax. +(1)-908-322-1397
Email: dimc_nj@yahoo.com
Oregon
Oregon Meditation Center
13208 SE. Stark Street., Portland, OR 97233 USA
Tel. +(1)-503-252-3637
Mobile.+(1)-503-799-8547
Email: omc072@yahoo.com
http://www.dimcor.org
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Texas
Meditation Center of Texas
1011 Thannisch Dr., Arlington, TX 76011 USA
Tel. +(1)-817-275-7700
Email: meditation.ct.tx@gmail.com
Washington
Seattle Meditation Center
852 N.E. 83rd Street Seattle, WA 98115 USA
Tel. +(1)-206-522-1514
Fax. +(1)-206-985-2920
Email: pmsamma@hotmail.com
Virginia
Meditation Center of D.C.
3325 Franconia Rd., Alexandria, VA 22310 USA
Tel. +(1)-703-329-0350
Fax.+(1)-703-329-0062
Email: mdc072@yahoo.com
CANADA
Ottawa
Co-ordination Office
354 Breckenridge Cres.Ottawa, Ontario K2W1J4, Canada
Contact: Pattrawan Sukantha
Tel. 613-254-9809
613-261-4341
Email: jayy.dee@hotmail.com
Montreal
Co-ordination Office
3431 Jeanne-Manae Suite#8,Quebec H2x2J7 , Canada Contact:
Gritsana Sujjinanont
Tel. 514-845-5002
514-726-1639
Email: gritsana@netzero.net
Toronto
Contact: Pipat Sripimolphan
Tel. 647-886-0347
Email: psripimolphan@yahoo.com
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Oceania
AUSTRALIA
Sydney Retreat
Wat Phra Dhammakaya, Sydney
Lot 3, Inspiration Place, Berrilee, NSW 2159
Tel. +(61) 2-9655-1128
Fax. +(61) 2-9655-1129
Mobile. +(61) 4-1162-8677
Email: Satit@dhammakaya.org.au
Sydney Office
Sydney Meditation Centre, (Sydney office)
117 Homebush Rd. Strathfield NSW 2135, Australia
Tel. +(61) 2-9742-3031
Fax. +(61) 2-9742-3431
Mobile. +(61) 4-1145-3946
http://www.dhammakaya.org.au
http://www.dmctv.net.au
Brisbane
Brisbane Meditation Centre
73 Lodge Rd., Wooloowin, Brisbane, QLD 4030, Australia
Tel. +(61) 7-3857-3431
Mobile. +(61) 4-3105-7215
Email: kentibkaeo@yahoo.com
Melbourne
Dhammakaya Meditation Centre of Melbourne
84 Oakwood Rd., St. Albans VIC 3021, Australia
Tel. +(61) 3-9266-0181
Mobile. +(61) 4-0100-8799
Email: ronrawee@yahoo.com.au
Perth
Dhammakaya Meditation Centre of Perth
174 Moolanda Boulevard, Kingsley, WA, 6026, Australia
Tel. +(61) 8-9409-8614
Fax. +(61) 8-9408-1007
Mobile. +(61) 4-302-07877
Email: phra_tawee@yahoo.com.au
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Northern Beach
Northern Beach Meditation Centre
4 Hurdis Avenue, Frenchs Forest, Sydney, Australia
Tel. +(61) 294511-722
NEW ZEALAND
Orewa
Orewa Meditation Centre
43 Albatross Road, Red Beach, HBC, Auckland, New Zealand, 1461
Tel. +(64) 9-427-4263
Fax. +(64) 9-427-4264
Mobile. +(64) 21-153-8592
Email: orewameditation@yahoo.com.au
Dunedin
Dunedin Meditation Centre (DDMC)
10 Barnes Drive, Caversham, Dunedin , New Zealand, 9001
Tel. +(64) 3-487-6772
Fax. +(64) 3-487-6775
Email: thep072@yahoo.com
SOLOMON ISLANDS
Co-ordination Office
KITANO WKK JV P.O.BOX 1108 Honiara Solomon Islands
Contact : Mr. Sangwian Khanchaiyaphum
Tel. +(677) 24808
Fax. +(677) 25460
Email: peleyo3@hotmail.com
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